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SANTA FE NEWMEXIGAN
SANTA FE, N. M., THURSDAY, APRIL "30, 1903.

VOL. 40

Magnificent Dedication
of the Wor Id s Greatest
Exposition Today

BLIZZARD RAGING

FIGHTING IN

ALONG THE LAKES
Over

a Foot of

Anti-Forei-

Manly and Forcible Dedication Speech by Presi

Former President 6rover.
Cleveland Also Addressed the Multitude.

dent Roosevelt

EIGHTY-THRE- E

A

Lacrosse, Wis., April
regular
blizzard is raging In this
Three inches o( snow has fa!- -'
during the nlgAt and the tempera- ture has dropped 40 degrees. A large
part of the crops In this vicinity will
have to be replanted.
IN MICHIGAN.
Houghton, Mich., AprH 30. Over a
foot of snow has fallen In the copper
country during the last 24 hours. The
storm Is continuing with
severity . Sleighing Is in full swing.
mid-wint-

,'

R

ELEVEN THOUSAND TROOPS REVIEWED
BY THE NATION'S CHIEF EXECUTIVE

In Its Course

niid-wlnt-

INSURGENTS KILLED
ON THE MACEDONIAN

D.

It Wiped Out the Coal Mining Camp

and Coal Mines at Frank, Northwest
Territory, Canada.

Canton.

WILL HUE TO IE REPLANTED
30.

INTO A VALLEY

Party of American Engineers At
Mob
tacked by an
at Yuan Tai Not Far From

k URGE PART OF THE CROPS

Sixty Thousand Voices Enthusiastically. Cheered the

MOUNTAIN SLIDES

.

CHINA AND TURKEY

Soovr Has Fallon in A

Michigan and in Wisconsin a
Fall of Temperature of Forty
Degrees Occurred Today.

KO. 61

FRONTIER

Washington,
C, April
state department has received a

30.

NO ACCURATE REPORTS AS TO

The

THE NUMBER OF LIVES LOST

cable-vicinit-

gram from United States Consul Gen-le- n
eral McWade at Canton, dated yester- n
Jduy, stating that a mob of
Chinese made an attack at Yuan ,Tal
n North river, 140 miles from Canton,
upon a party of American
engineers.
The consul appealed to Lieutenant Anthe Ameiican
derson, commanding
gunboat, Calloa, and the officer went
'
Immediately to the rescue.
THE TROUBLE N TURKEY.
Vienna, April 30. The Neue Frele
Presse says that the- fighting reported
befrom Sofia, Bulgaria,
yesterday
tween the Turkish troops and a large
band of Insurgents, near the frontier ot
Bulgaria in Macedonia, occurred last
Tuesday. The insurgents lost. 83 men
killed and the Turks had 13 killed and
wounded.

Frank, N.,,7j7. ;: ' II 30. The disas- life cannot be estimated
yet. Thirty
ter at Frank yesterday was a. huge miners were entombed. Of this numlandslide. There, was,, .no explosion ber 15 were rescued
uninjured. Two
whatever. , The avalanche was of such
was
dimensions that a cloud of dust
taken for smoke nnd the minor slips
were taken for inside explosions. The
whole east end of the mountain extending from the tipple eastward has gone
out. It was 4,400 feet hiuh and slii)
across the entire valley. The loss of

'

men were" suffocated. It is believed
that the rest will be saved. There Is
no reason why the whole of the remaining slide of the mountain will not
come down. Many small
ledges of
rock continue to come, down from the
mountain and It is a hard matter to
get men to work for fear of a second
'
catastrophe.

nation which has ever come forth from
the womb of time.
St. Louis, Mo., April 30. The rites mark in which was the Louisiana Pur- tative bodies the representatives of a
tinner Cleveland was
The Illinois Bribery Charges.
T
LASJ MEETING OF THE OLD BOARD
which present the Louisiana Purchase chase. Our triumph in this process ot state which came into the Union but the next speaker.
,
30.
house
The
Ills.,
on
exact
Springfield,
April
a
were
was
stand
of
to
the
bound
performworld,
footing
up
expansion
yesterday
Indissolubly
Exposition
GROVER CLEVELAND'S ADDRESS,
committee investigating
the alleged The Manigcrs for New Mexico ofthe Loulsl- ed in the Liberal Arts bujlding today with the success of our peculnr kind ot and entire equality with those of the
Grover Cleveland's ad
ana Purchase Exposition Haying Been
with all the dignity and splendor be- federal government; and this success commonwealths whose sons once sign- dress reviewed the events that led up
bribery charges probably will not make
a
until
late
this
afternoon
Legislated Out of Office Adjourned
because of ed the Declaration of Independence. to the
possibly
report
fitting such an occasion. A- parade of has been so complete thatacquisition of the Territory of
SHOOTS HIMSELF.
Sine Die.
tho
noon
nbw some- But this way of looking at the matter
todav
not
At
tomorrow.
until
11,000 soldiers down Llndell Boulevard Its very completeness we
Louisiana, and quoted copiously from
Is purely modern, and In
Its origin
to the World's Fair grounds formed a times fail to appreciate not only the
sub committee was still at work prepar- j In accordance with a call by Judge
expressions of statesmen of 1803, made
but the tremendous diffi- purely American. When Washington upon the subject. Among other things Willie Arnold Had an Uunfortunalc Love Af' ing the report.
brilliant prelude to the ceremony of
Henry L. Waldo, president of the old
board of managers of the
dedication. This prelude being over, culty of the problem with
Louisiana
which our during his presidency saw new states he said:
fair and was III.
A
Disastrous
Fire
Boston.
at
come into the Union on a footing of
Nation was originally faced.
60,000 people crowded Into the big" AuPurchase Exposition for the Territory,
How fitting on every ground it is
Fifteen-year30.
Colo.,
Denver,
April
Boston, Mass., April 30. Fire at tho
THAT WERE complete equality with the old, every that the centennial of this stupendous
ditorium, where, in the presence of of- TWO PRECEDENTS
meeting of the board was held here
old "Willie" Arnold, only child of Mr. Abbatolr
ficial representatives of all the civilizFAILURES.
plant, used by .1. S. Kelley & u,js afternoon at 2:30 o'clock in the
European nation which had- - colonies event should be Joyously and approand Mrs. Samuel I). Arnold, of this city. Co., today caused a loss of 8150,010 to First National Bank. There were pre- When our forefathers joined to call still administered them as dependened nations of the world, the words of
priately celebrated, and that It should committed suicide by
placlr.g a revolver
Four firemen were hurt, but sent: Henry L. Waldo, president; It. J.
dedication were spoken by the Presi- into being this Nation, they undertook cies, and every other mother-countr- y
be celebrated here ill the most popu.
In his mouth and firing.
There are two not seriously.
dent of the United States. As the last a task for which there was but little treated the colonist not as a
F'tilen, treasurer; Thomas Hughes, seclous of the states created from the ter
theories for the deed. His parents beW. H. Walton and Thomas S.
equal but ns a subject.
lips encouraging precedent. The developsyllable fell from the speaker's
retary;
Louisiana
the
which
purchase
ritory
Postofflce Robbed.
and the dedication of the world's great- - ment of civilization from the earliest
Ilubbell, members. The business before
The, process which we began has gave to us. And how in keeping it is lieve that while temporarily crazoJ with
est fair was completed, 60,000 voice? period seemed to show the truth of two since been followed by all the great with the character of this acquisition pain of along standing illness besought
Ravenswood, W. Va , April 30. Bur- the board wan the closing up of its afrose in a prodigious bass note of ap propositions: In the first place, It had peoples who were capable both of ex- and with its
In death, while a letter lie wrote glars last night blew open the. safe in fairs as its existence had been terminpurpose and mission, that relief
here and escaped will) ated by nn act of the 35th legislative
Roosevelt, always proved exceedingly difficult to pansion and of
and our celebration should not waste itself just before lie Killed himself Indicates the
plause. Besides President
other participants In the ceremony secure both freedom and strength, in now the world accepts It as the natui-a- l on the pomp nnd pn gantry that belong tha4ie was in some trouble over a boy- 510,000.
assembly, creating a new board. 'Exwere Cardinal Gibbons, Bishops E. R. any government;
and in the second
pense accounts were attended to unrt
process, as the rule; but a century to the triumphs and spoils of war or to ish lovo affair.
h
S ook Markets.
Kendrick and Henry C. Potter, Former place, it had always proved
allowed. The treasurer was directed to
and a. quarter ago not merely
excep- the rapacious dispossessions of ruthless
PAUL DU CHAILLU DEAD.
turn the funds pertaining to the board
New York. April JO. Closing stocks
President Grover Cleveland, Thomas H. impossible for a nation to expand with- tional; it was unknown.
conquest. Every feature of our cele
Atchison pfd.. U7Ji; now In his possession, into the terriAtchison,
Carter, president of the day, and Da out either breaking up or becoming NECESSARY NATIONAL VIRTUES. bration should remind us that we me
New York Central,
)4; Pennsylvania, torial treasury. These amount
a centralized tyranny. The history ot
to
vid R. Francis. The day's demonstra
The acquisition of the
is a moriallze a peaceful acquisition of tei The Famous African Traveler Succumbs to a
135; Southern Pacilic, 53: Uniun IV about $4,000. Thereupon the board adtions will conclude tonight with a dis Rome and of Greece illustrates very credit to the broad and territory
Stroke of Paralysis.
ritory for truly American uses and purcilio, l)0;'; Union Pacilic. pfd.. '.11
play of fireworks on a magnificent well the two types of expansion which statesmanship of the great statesmen poses; and we should rejoice not only
United States Steel, 354 ; United Statfs journed sine die.
St. Petersburg, Russia. April 30.
had taken place in ancient
scale.
The entire expenses of the commistime and to whom it was immediate due,
Steel, pfd., 85.
and because this acquisition
Immediately Paul Du
Chaillu, tha American author
sion
which had been universally accepted as above nil to the
during its existence amounted to
The weather was the only disappointto
mascontentment
the
and
gave peace
aggressive and.
and explorer, who was stricken with
A detailed" statement will be
Tha Wool Market
$572.45.
ing factor of the day. The troops mob- the only possible types up to the period terful character of the hardy pioneer spirited and determined American set
died at midSt. Louis, Mo., April .'10. Wool, given in Vhese columns tomorrow.
ilized early in a sprinkling of rain and when as a nation we ourselves began folk to whose restless energy
these tiers who demanded an outlet of trade partial paralysis yesterday,
A brother of Vcrestclingin, the unchanged.
marched in a temperature close to the to take possession of this continent.
statesmen gave expression and direc to the sea, but also because It provid- night.
COURT DECIDES AGAINST SANDOVAL.
and western medium, 15
Russian
of each
The underlying' viciousness
painter, will arrange for the 17;Territory
for
t
livelihood
es!
'mearfii
whom
followed
aaC
freezing point. For a few moments
than
rather
homes
they
tion,
15
10; coarse, U
line, 12
mow fell, but only enough of it to trjt? of oxpunsioii. was plain .""nougit led. Courage and hardihood are indis- the millions of new Americans, whose burial of the body in tlin Litterateurs'
Holds That the Present Sheriil of Sandoval
simple pensable virtues In a people; but the coming tread fell upon the ears of the cemetery, if It Is desired that the intergive visible evidence of the tempera and the remedy now saems
MARKET REPORT.
County was Ineligible for Appointture. In the grand stand men In their enough." But when the fathers of Hie people which possessed no others can expectant fathers of the republic, and ment take place here.
ment. Motion for SuperseConstituformulated
first
the
women
Republic
while
shivered
overcoats
arms
ot
never
in
scale
and
rise
whose
either
the
MONEY
stout
AND
METAL.
hearts
high
brawny
heavy
we live this remedy
which
tion
deas Under Advisement.
under
laces
celebut
our
in
or
Great
of
A
culture.
which
miracles
Inadequate
DYNAMITE EXPLOSION.
elegant
power
garbed
peoples wrought the
New York, April 30. Monev on call
suffered much more severely. It was was untried and no one could foretell must have in addlton the governmen- bration should interpret.
The case of the Territory of New
easy at2!4 percunt.Q Prime mercantile
how it would Work. They themselves tal
this Six Men Were Killed and Many Others Sus paper f'4 (g
Miver,
Mexico vs. Alfredo M. Sandoval, sheriff
per cent.
'A' century ago the people of
all taken good naturedly, however.
capacity which comes only when
" P?esldent Roosevelt then made
New loric, April
the began the experiment almost immedi- Individuals fully recognize their duties country were not seeking to gain gov
M'au, quiet, of Sandoval county, was decided In the
tained Injuries.
71).
814
f
$14.50
84.37K.
dull,
Copper,
folately by adding new. States to the orig- to one nnother and to the whole body ernment benefit by clandestine
2d district court yesterday at
Albudedication address, speaking as
ap
Altoona, IV., April 30. An explosion
GRAIN.
inal Thirteen. Excellent people in the politic, nnd are able to Join together
lows:
The case was a quo warranand
pretence, but were of dynamite occurred at the works of
querque.
cunning
proach
Closm.
30.
Wheat.
Chicago, April
East viewed this initial expansion of in feats of constructive statesmanship
ADto proceeding, it being alleged that at
PRESIDENT ROOSEVELT'S
apt to plainly present their wants or the Cressen Powder company near Wil May, 77
July, 72' ray.
the country with great alarm. Exactly and of honest and effective administratdemand
to
and
DRESS.
the time of his appointment to the ofopenly
grievances,
Uorn, April, 44; May, I4ftjj.
Blair
county,
killing
liamsburg,
today
as during the colonial period many ion.
fice of sheriff of Sandoval county by
33; may,
such consideration and care from the six workmen and
oats,
April,
The soil upon which we stand,
others
mother-countrmany
y
Injuring
the
good people In
the board of county commissioners of
The old pioneer days are gone, with general government as was their due
PORK. LARD, KIMS.
It was ours, was successively the
thought it highly important that set- their roughness nnd their hardship, under the mandate of popular rule, and Thoro was another severe explosion two
that county the defendant was a min
two
of
empires, tlers should be
May, 817 S5; July, $17.15.
Pork,
mighty
of
Tho
the
works
possession
later.
hours
Ohio
out
the
of
manager
kept
n
or and that he did not own $500 worth
wild that in making their demands they re- Is
their Incredible toll and their
Lard, May, $0.77tf; July, $ 40.
Spain and France, whose sons made-among the Injured.
Valley in the interest of the fur comRibs, May,S9..v.'X; July. S'.t.r.o.
of real estate, which the law orders unromance. But the need for lied on the mutual obligations of the
deathless record of heroism in the early
napanies, so after we had become a
and
der the statutes. Judge Baker decided
STOCK.
JAMES HOWARD CONVICTED.
annals of the New World. No history tion many good people on the Atlantic the pioneer virtues remains the same relationship between the governed
and Inwith
Invested
condithose
as
ever.
The
frontier
authority,
be
written
can
peculiar
"
Kansas City, M ., April 30. Cattle, the case in favor of the territory, find
Western
of the
country
lest
felt
Coast
apprehension
grave
tions have vanished; but the manli- voked the reciprocity in political duty He Was Sentenced to Life Imprisonment for market steady.
ing that Sandoval had no title to the
without paying heed to the wonderful
they might somehow be hurt by the
Native steers, 83.75 a 85 25; Tex real estate he claimed to own and that
of the which enjoins that for the people's
the Murder of William Ooebel.
part played therein In the early days westward growth of the Nation. These ness and stalwart hardihood
4 75
as and Indian steer?. 3 75
frontiersmen can be given ever freer obedience and support of government,
Frankfort, Kv , April 30. The jury Texas cows, 82,25 (3 83 110; natlve'Cows the said real estate was not worth
by the soldiers, missionaries, explorers, good people shook their heads over the
be given in exchange,
shall
of
on
Howard
there
by
n
the
case
conditions
trial
decison of the
under
James
the
the
scope
for
work
their
surrounding
who
did
GO
and traders,
85 05; stackers and $r.OO. After hearing the
SI
formation of states in the fertile Ohio the complex industrialism of the pre- the government to the people, defence for tho murder of William Goebel has and holfers,
for the defendant
counsel
84 00; court,
113 00
85 10; hullst 2.S5
honor of the proud banners of France
feeders,
the
of
now
forms
part
valley which
sent day. The problems before us are of their personal rights, and the assur- just found the defendant guilty and calves, 82 SO
appeal
Sfi.'JO; western steers, promptly gave notice that an
and Castile. While tlie settlers of
heart of our nation; ana tney ueciarea fundamentally the same east and west ance that in safety and peace they lixed the punishment at lllu imprison-me- 82.75
85 05; western cows, 112 00 (ii would be taken and asked for an order
stock, and those of Dutch,
;
t.
of the
Republic
destruction
the
enthat
of
83.75.
their
of the Mississippi, in the new states shall surely reap the fruits
superseding judgment until the final
German, and Scandinavian origin who had been accomplished when through
Sheep, strong.
in the supreme court. Counsel
and in the old, and exactly the same terprise and labor. It may also be well
were associated with them, Were still
85 00: lambs, 81. SO (3 hearing
83.80
Muttons
3
we
acquired
Louisiana
the
purchase
the
qualities are required for their success., to note the efficacy of the people's call made us a great nation. From our be 87.09; rango wethors 83 85
85 05; for the territory contended that
clinging close to the Eastern seaboard,
same
now
Is
that
half of what
ful solution.
early ginning as a people our course
court had no power to supercede judgupon the government In those
has awes 83.75 ? 85 50.
the pioneers of Spain and of France nearly
present territory.
Cattlo, market ment in the case. Judge Baker took the
days, and how quickly the response been marked by occurrences and inciNOT ONLY WORDS BUT ALSO
Chicago, April 30.
had penetrated deep into the hitherto Republic's
A PROMISE OF STATEHOOD.
to
not
came
steady.
temporary
and
by
yielding
matter under ndvisement.
West
and
so
of
the
so
DEEDS.
wilderness
significant,
unknown
dents,
striking,
Uood to prime steers, 85 10 (3 85.75;
We expanded by carving the wilder
caprice
Is fitting that we should pay our gusts of popular whim and
so constant, that only superstitious
It
had wandered far and wide within
(Sb (5 00; storkers
84.2.1
to
ARCHES AND DECORATIONS.
medium,
and out of these
on the few at ullness or Intellectual blindness will poor
the boundaries of what Is now our ness into territoriesnew states when homage in words; but we must In hon- not by conferring benefits
and feedors, 83 00 m tr 00; cows $1 50 (3
a
but
the
territories
of
building
by
many
or make our words good by deds. We the expense
place them to the credit of luck or 84 00; heifers, 82. 50 ($ 85.00; cannwrs. Plaza to Be Encircled by Evergreens and
mighty country. The very cities them- once
had received as permanent have
the chance. None of these circumstances 81.50
82 80; bulls, 82 50 (3 84 40;
every right to take a Just pride quick observation of the fact that
selvesSt. Louis, New Orleans, Santa settlersthey
Festoons ol National Bniiting.
own
our
of
number
a sufficient
85.75; Texas fed steers.
withdrawal of certain rightful privileg were within our procurement of knowl- calves, 82.50
In the great deeds of our
forefathers:
Fe, New Mexico bear witness by their
we
of constructing the arches
85.00.'
nation
work
The
84.00
a
American
from
nation
practical
es
Being
people.
their
another
of
was
God
by
be
to
but we show ourselves
edge; "but who shall say that
titles to the nationalities
steady.
tho president will pass on
Sheep,
which
under
never tried to force on any sec their descendants if weunworthy
and
them
have
caused
distress,
had
settlers
not accomplishing his designs In our
what
make
founders.
Good to cholco wethers, 84.55 (3 85 25;
new territory an unsuitable
excuse for our lyln supine by a prompt determination to relieve behalf amid the turmoil and distressing fair to choice mixed, 3.7.i (ft 84 25; his drive through tills city next Tuesday
an
did
We have met here today to commem- tion of our
they
because it instead of an
And western sheep, 84 05 (3 85 25; native has been completed., They are located
incentive to the effort to their distress even if the unwelcome scenes of San Domingo's revolt?
orate the hundredth anniversary of the form of government merely
section under show ourselves
in
another
for
was
suitable
frowned
war
of
opposition.
no lambs, 84.50
after
was
80.80; western lambs, as fo'lows: Ono at the Santa Fo Rtll-wa- y
It
can
acts
said
how
of
be
there
visage
more
other,
our
that
than any
event which
by
worthy
Of
the
4.G5
80.80.
men
territory
conditions.
near'our
different
were
wise
pres
and
There
them. In the administration of city,
Providence In the Unexpected unyield
depot under which the president
the foundation of the Government
Him
covered by the Louisiana purchase a state, and nation, in the management ident in 1803, who differed With
dewill
continued
for
successful
and
its
pass on his drive, to the capltol
preservation,
fight
ing
excepting
HEARING
FOR
SATURDAY.
always
SET
was given statehood within a of our home life and the conduct of touching the nation's power to acquire freedom on the
one on Montezuma avenue
of the negroes ot
termined ttie character of our national portion
part
building;
not
pro San Domingo, or in the fatal pestil
we should be a few years. Another portion has
our business and social relations, we new territory under the original
to tho capitol building; the third
life determined that
a.
been admitted to statehood, although
relare bound to show certain high
and visions of the Constitution; and these ence that vied with bloody warfare 1n The Quo Warranto Case Against Gutierrei at the entrance to the capitol grounds;
great expanding nation Instead of
has elapsed ALTHOUGH fine
and Sanchci Fixed for Saturday.
men did not fail to make known their the destruction of the army of subju
century
of character under penqualities
the fourth arch is in front of the execuatively a Small stationary tthfe.
to
DOUBTLESS IT SOON WILL BE. In alty of seeing the whole heart of our dissent. Moreover, in the senate
and
In
to the information filed tive residence on Washington avenue.
war
of
or
agfever
In
the
EXPANSION.
response
gation,
OF
A CAREER
govthe
for
we
showed
submitted
case
each
practical
civilization eaten out while the body which the treaty was
gression which heated the blood of by the district attorney of the 2d Judi- As President Roosevelt passes under tho
When we acquired this vast region ernmental
genius of our race by devis still lives.
confirmation, there was an able dis- Bonaparte, all combining to turn him cial district court
at Albuquerque, ono in front of tho executive mansion a
known as Louisiana, we made evident
methods suitable to meet the, actcommisor
our cussion of its constitutional validity away from the occupation of the Lou- charging two of the county
We Justly pride ourselves
once for all that consciously and of ing
shower of flowers will be rained up n
ol isiana
The Judgment
ual existing needs; not by insisting up marvelous material
territory? All these things so sioners of Bernalillo county with ille- hiai by a young lady representing the
prosperity, .. and and effectiveness.
get purpose we had embarked on a ca- on the
some
abstract
of
the
of
subject remote and so far out
application
our sight, gal occupation of office, attorney for
such prosperity must exist in order to that body on this phase
reer of expansion, that we had taken shibboleth
Gndesscf Liberty and itatloned there.
to all our new possessions establish a foundation
a was emphatically declared, when out pointed with the coercion that belongs the defense filed motion before Judge
upon which
our place among those daring and alike
of to
this
how
31 votes, 24 were cast in favor
matter
no'
Incongruous
Supports about twelve feet in height
of
consummato
on
a
the decrees of God,
Baker yesterday afternoon to quash
higher life can be built; but unless we
hardy nations who risk much with the application might sometimes be.
to
the
amendment
An
confirmation.
to our people the following grounds: "That the In- have been placed all around the plazi
tion which restored
do In very fact build this higher life
hope and desire of winning high posidecked with evergreens
was afterward presented
Constitution
EXPANSION.
OF
KIND
RIGHT
THE
and secured to formation filed was not signed by the and theso will-bof
the
and
contentment,
material
itself
the
powers
peace
the
thereon,
great
prosperity
tion among
of bunting will enclrc'.o
first appearance our nntion extension and development solicitor
festoons
while
but
of
its
the
to
the
congress,
Over
far
In
part
case
major
it
because
by
nature,
will
but
little.
for
the
appeared
general;
very
go
earth. As is often
that
was its last. It does not appear
our people spread In
fathers. that the relators had no interest in the the plaza, where the school children of
beyond the dreams of our
CRUELTY, BRUTALITY AND COR
the law of development of a living or- territory, however,
In
Its
himself
Interested
of
the
course
the
surthe
tho city will bo assembled. The arches
In
such
numbers
these
president
In Its actual
offices which the defendants nre chargThus we may well recall
during
RUPTION DENOUNCED.
ganism showed Itself
19th century that we were able to build
of ed with having usurped: because the and tho festooned structure around the
fate, and It died at the moment of its roundings, the wonderful measure
wisdom
the
than
wiser
be
to
were
the
because
The
old
great
days
workings
introduction.
up state after state, each with exactly men. who lived In them had
prophecy's fulfillment within the span Information showed that the defend- plaza will compromise the principal
of the wisest.
mighty
same
the
local
independence
was
We are glad at this hour that Jef of a short century, the spirit, the pa- ants were entitled to the offices which decorations provided bv the decorailun
far
complete
by
and we must make the new
This work of expansion
qualities;
conown
committee but there will be all the pubtriotism, and the civic virtue of Am- they are charged with usurping."
the greatest work of our people during In all matters affectingIn purely ofits the days great by showing these same ferson was wrong in his adverse
and glad ericans who lived 100 years
as
domestic
on
interest
the
Constitution,
the
of
and
the
set
struction
the
any
Baker
between
ago,
lic buildings, many residences and
intervened
hearing
cour
Judge
We
must
insist
that
upon
the years
qualities.
to God's overruling of the wrath of man motion to quash for Saturday. The tiand the original thirteen states each owing age and resolution, upon
hardihood. that he was liberal minded enough
houses, appropriately decorated
adoption of the Constitution
And yet and his devious ways, for the blessing tle to the office of county commissionthe line of march.
outbreak of" the Civil War. There the same absolute fealty to the Union tenacity, and fertility In resource; we see that he might be wrong.
along
'
here. of our nation. We nre all proud of our er, now held by Thomas C. .Gutierrez
of the must Insist upon the
of real moment of all the states which each
were other questions
strong virile vir- may we not profitably in pause
our thoughts' American citizenship.
President Roosevelt
Let us leave and Severa Sanchez is In dispute.
and Importance, and there were many original thirteen states also owes and tues; and we must insist no less upon long enough to contrast ' manner
In this place with this feeling stimulated
the careful and reverent
Will bo In Santa Fo May 5t.h frpm 0 a.
which at the time seemed such to those finally each having the same propor- the virtues of
V. . Woathor jsuraau Notes.
of our funda- by the sentiments born of the occasion.
m. to 12 noon.' For this occasion the
them; but the tional right to its share in shaping and
engaged in answering
regard for the rights of others; which the restrictions
B'orecast for New Mexico: Fair
a
hundred
Santa Fe will sell tickets to Santa Fe
scrutinized
common
were
of
the
the
more
mental
law
of
us
than
those
directing
Let
policy
keenly
forefathers
appreciate
we must show our abhorrence of cruelgreatest feat of our
warmer
nnd
with
weather; from all points in New Mexico Including
Friday,
often ever how vitally necessary It Is to our
Union which Is possessed by any other ty,
ago, with the tendency
brutality, and corruption, In public years
generations was the deed of the men
winds.
HI Paso, at one fare for the round trip.
southeasterly
atto
times
of
seen
the
thirteen
In
whether
one
within
the later
flippantly
original
country's weal that every
and In private life alike. If we come
Dates of sale May 4th and 5th, good for
who, with pack train or wagon train, state,
thermometer
the
registered
Yesterday
our
Constitu- its citizenship should be clean minded
or not.
short In any of these qualities we shall tempt the adjustment of
as follows: Maximum temperature, 52 return passage Mav (Hh.
prt horseback, on foot, or by boat upon
II. 8. Lt'TZ, Agent.
This process now seems to us part measurably fail; and if, as I believe tion to the purposes of interest and In political aim and aspiration, sincere degrees, at 4:10 p. m; minimum, 38
the waters, pushed the frontier eve
of the natural order of things, but It we surely shall, we develop these qual- convenience?
and honest In his conception of our degrees, at 5:35 a. m. The menu
westward across the continent.
Rio Grande 1 a lroad
Tho Denverto temperature for the 24 hours was 45 do
In conclusion, I hope I may be per country's mission, and aroused
Never before had the world seen the was tvholly unknown until our own ities In the future to an even greater
28 por cent. have sonie verv attractive advtrilslng
Mean
dally
humidity,
groes.
can be
kind of national expansion which gave people devised It. It seems to us a degree than in the pasathen In the mitted to suggest that our thoughts higher and more responsive patriotism
matter Tor distribution which
Precipitation, a trace.
M. Robbina,
our people all that part of the Amerl-- , mere matter of course, a matter of ele- century now beginning we shall make and surroundings on this occasion by the reflection "that It Is a solemn
0:00 a. in. today, 25 had upon application to W,
at
Temperature
R. O. R B. Snt
can continent lying west of the thlr- - mentary right and Justice, that In the of this Republic the freest and most should lead us to humble recognition of thing to belong to a people favored of degrees.
General Agent, D.
.'
A killing frost this morning.
teen original States; the greatest land deliberations of the national represen orderly, the most Just and most mighty, the Providence of God In all . that...has. God."
Fe, N. M.
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PROFESSIONAL CARDS
get a, tvt of four
cents a visit when employed by mo
beneficial associations which are under
and to
control of the government
which every workingman must belong.
The physicians are considering the advisability of going on a strike, but the
profession is so overcrowded that it is
who
feared that for every physician
strikes there will be two anxious to
take his place. No fear need be reit
however that any American physicians
will go to Germany to take the places
of the strikers.
CSormitu physteluns

SBHTR FE HEW IflEXlDRH
V- -'
ThE NEW HE7.1CAM PRIMTINQ COMPANY

Entered aa Bacon d Class matter
the Bant Fe Postonice.
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to ev
cerrltor, and has
circulation among
progressive people
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RATES OP SUBSCRIPTION.
Dally, pe" week, by carrier
Daily, per month, by carrier
Daily. "er month, by mall
Dally, three months, by mail
Da'ly, six months, by mall
Dally, one year, by mail
Weekiy, six months
Weekly, per year
APRIL.

THURSDAY,

S

.26
1.00
2.00
4 00

7.50

10
2.00

President Roosevelt has settled the
squabble at Butte, Mont., which had
arisen over the proper way to receive
said:
tha Proairfpnt. The President
"This wrangle has annoyed me very
to
much and I want you gentlemen
don't
drop it and help me out. I
want to be the guest of any individThe mayor of Butte
ual or faction."
who had been ignored by both factions,
as
was designated by the President
the proper person to receive him offi
cially and escort him to the city, in
g
and to
troduce him at
is to be
preside at the dinner which
...
given the presiueni. i uf nn;.in.,f
limited the number of guests to luO to
be named by the mayor and 50 by the
and labor
Businessmen's
unions. It is rather unfortunate that
into
the President should be drawn
any squabble, personal or political,
while making a pleasure trip and certainly every effort should be made to
of that
keep from him annoyances
kind.

All Indications point to the fact that
the City of Santa Fe will give President Roosevelt the right kind of welcome and one that will be very pleasant and acceptable to him. So mote it
be.

The Denver Rocky Mountain News
which predicted with heart rending
wails that the adoption of the gold
standard meant ruin to Colorado, and
Denver in particular; in Tuesday's Isin Denver
sue boasts that deposits
banks amount to $49,385,559 and cash
on hand to $19,957,956, which is many
times as much as in the days when silver was king in Colorado and every
man was a free silver advocate.
The further experiments and tests of.
the coal fields in the southwestern part
of this county and in western Sandoval county are carried, the more it becomes established that they are very
extensive and that the bituminous coal
found there is of an excellent grade for
railroad, furnace, engine and domestic
purposes and as soon as the Santa Fe
Central Railway reaches these fields,
they will be extensively worked and
will add materially to the prosperity
of the people of New Mexico.

Several newspapers are hailing eu
calyptus as a wonderful curative agent
in consumption and call its medicinal
which
properties a new discovery,
shows that even a newspaper can be
far behind the age in scientific mat
ters. The use of eucalyptus is nothing
new In medicine and its uses In anti
pnHe nrenarations for the nose and
throat have been thoroughly exploited.
As to experiments in curing consump
tion they have not been very success
ful and New Mexico climate still re
mains the only specific which promises
v,
inmst nnd swiftest cure of the
.dread malady.
A great big mountain of granite, red,
gray and silver, has been discovered in
the middle San Andreas range about 45

'

to 50 miles across the plains west ot
Tularosa, Otero county. It is of a su.
best
perior grade and will make the
on
building material found anywhere
There
ko Mnrth American continent.
is no doubt that in due course of time,
and that is not very long off, this bull
dine eranite will be used for public
not
buildings and similar structures
only in New Mexico, but in the south
west. This find Is only an incident,
the
orM Hnllv snmpthlne is added to
great natural resources of New Mexl
co, which only need capital and enter
prise for wonderful development.

that
A Washington dispatch says
there is a great dearth of male stenographers In the government service

and many places paying from $900 to
for
$1,600 a year with good chances
promotion, are open to competent men.

.

1
3

It

Wftat these opportunities of promotion are can be judged from the fact
that Secretary of Commerce Cortelyou
in a comparatively few
years rose
from stenographer to a cabinet position. Every once in a while the prediction is made that female stenographers are crowding male stenographers
out of work, but this does not seem to
be the case for while many women find
employment as stenographers, this is
merely owing to an expansion of business, for there are more men employed as stenographers than ever before
and as the Washington dispatch indifor many
cates, there are openings
more, with this reservation, that they
must be competent, and a competent
ocstenographer is not as frequent an becurrence as one would be led to
lieve from casual observation.

. General
Miles In his report on the
conditions in the Philippines, draws a
sombre, although
picture that is too
once in a while he lets In the liglit.
For Instance he says: "The general
condition of the troops was creditable
to themselves and the country. I did
not. see a single soldier under the influence of liquor. As the result of my
observations, it is my Judgment that
the discontinuance of the canteen has
been beneficial to the army." As to
tho climate In the Philippines, he says:
' The effect of the climate is most de- -.
trimental to the service. The men go
there in perfect health and in the
prime of manhood, but as a body are
seriously affected in the course of two
or three years' Bervice. Very few escape, the majority are debilitated."
There is probably more truth than poe- to altry in this statement also. As are
re
which
of
many
leged outrages
cited, It must not be forgotten that
they are only one side of the story.
mnA that when the number of men in
Bervice is considered, it is strange that
so few atrocities have- taken place
when the provocation andlhe demands
of military necessity are considered.
would
No other army in the world
did
a.
o
nobly
Itself
have acquitted
the American army In the Philippines.
41
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MAX. FROST,
Attorney at Law, Santa Fe, N. M.

Ask

as
people have long looked
be
should
their market. An effort
made to establish a bond of union between New Mexico and Colorado as
members of the Rocky Mountain group
of static and territories.
satis"Our people will receive with
that
faction all Information showing
New Mexico is advancing, and there
need be no question in the mind of any
resident of that territory concerning
the willingness of Denver and other
what
fninrniln citizens to ulve them
ever assistance it may be in their
power to extend.'

Mexico

Your
Doctor
He will tell you
That barley malt

W. H. McURAYER, OLD CROW and
OLD OSCAR PEPPER KENTUCKY WHISKIES.
WHISKY.
OVERIIOLT and OUCKENHEIMER PENN RYE
IRISH AND SCOTCH WHISKIES
AND DISTILLERY BOTTLED WHISKY.

SitaFe,

OIN.
FRENCH COGNAC AND HOLLAND
CALIFORNIA WINES AND BRANDY.
OUINNESS'S PORTER AND BASSES' ALE.

Olaxico.

GEO. W. KNAEBEL,
Office In Griffin Block. Collections

and

searching titles a specialty.

New

EDWARD L. BARTLETT,
Lawyer, Santa Fe, New Mexico. Office
in the Capitol.
WILLIAM McKKAN,
Attorney-at-La-

I

is a

Practice In all the Courts. Taos, N. M.

food, as good
as food can be.
That hops are an ex-

Attorney at law. Practices in all the
courts in the territory. Santa Fe, New

--

half-digest-

w.--j.

cellent tonic.
That the little alcohol in
beer only 8 percent
is an aid to digestion.

m

j

FIREPROOF,
STEAM HEATED,

WILLIAM. H. H. LLEWELLYN,
Attorney-at-La-

ELECTRIC LIGHTED,

i

But Purity
Essential

ri'"'

Mcpherson,

Mexico.

NOTICE TO PROPERTY OAVNETiS.
THE CLAIRE HOTEL
CENTRALLY LOCATED.
The attention of property owners and
tax payers is called to the provisions of
SANTA FE, N. M.
the territorial revenue laws, which require that every person owning personAmerican or European Plan.
al or real property within this county
is
LARGE
of
such
return
or
her
his
shall make
GEO. E. ELLIS,
property for taxable purposes to the asSAMPLE
But he will tell you that
sessor of the county at his office in the
and Proprietor.
Owner
ROOMS FOR
city' of Santa Fe between the first of beer must be protected
of
of
and
thirtieth
the
April
March
day
from perms, and brewed
COMMERCIAL
each year. There are litit a few dny3 in
cleanliness.
absolute
left within which such property returns
MEN
He'll say, too, that agel
can be legally riled with the assessor.
Therefore, the. undersigned assessor of is important, for age brings!
the County of Santa Fe gives due notice to property owners and p3rsons perfect
who are required to make tax returns Without it, beer ferments
under the law to make such and file on the stomach, causing
them with him ot his office as aforesaid biliousness.
between this and the thirtieth day of
ADCLEVELAND'S
AND
ROOSEVELT'S
Schlitzbeer is brewed with all
April, 1903, else the said assessor will
DRESSES AT ST. LOUIS TODAY.
it is trie recogassessment
precautions,
such
make
to
be
compelled
nized standard all the world
At St. Louis today, two addresses of
the
to
add thereto
and
penalty pre over, because of its purity.
especial note were made. One y me scribed by law which is twenty-fiv- e
per
i
fnr Familv Use.
tivo
President of the United States, Theo centum of the amount assessed by him. Asiforthe Brewery Bottling, jm
OUK SPECIALTIES -- Old Ctow, McBrayer. Guckenheimer Rye, Taylor
dore Roosevelt; the other by the only
Citizens and persons desiring blank
and Faxton, Old Jordan and Monogram. Ky., Whiskies.
United
H. B. Onrtwriffhtv & 'ro.,
living exrPresident of the
'JfiUSttn Frunoispn St.,
can. obtain them by
returns
SANTA FF, N. M.
property
e.
STREET
fciuutu
FRANCISCO
33,
ad
Both
So.
SAN
'Ptiouo
States, Grover Cleveland.
in person or by mail to
either
applying
fordresses were an Indirect, although
the assessor at his office in the court
, WIIMI.TZtS
,i
mimmwm
cible argument for expansion, although
Minaaifr-fff- l
where either tine assessor or his
house,
more
define
would
Grover Cleveland
exin
attendance
be
daily
deputy will
Cuisine and iano
ti
Renovated anJ
narrowly the kind of expansion that cept Sunday from 9 in the morning unService Unexcolr!
the people should favor. Aside from til 5 o'clock in the evening to attend to
Throughout.
are
men
two
of
the
addresses
the
this,
the desires of all persons in this matter.
totally different in their trend, typical
MARCELINO ORTIZ,
Presithem.
of the men who delivered
Assessor.
dent Roosevelt's address is incisive,
N. M., April 13, A. D. 1903.
Santa
Fe,
THE BEER THAT MADE M1LWAUK2E FAMOUS
capable of only one construction and
WILLIAM VAUGHN, PROP. .
tation. Where he makes
so
without
does
historical allusions he.
S. O. CARTWRIQHT, Sec'y and Tras.
F. S DAVIS, President.
Men.
the
Large Sample Rooais for Commercial
detail, summarizing for instance,
history of Rome and Greece in a
sentences. The lessons of history
to him aTe rather negative, of what to
avoid rather than what to do In meet-ing new conditions. Grover Cleveland
CONSOLIDATED.
on the other hand indulges in long,
1 E
MEAT MARKET..
exact
whose
complicated sentences
can
one
historiis
always
that
it
nice
His
How
meaning must be studied.
cal examples are given in detail, embelget a nice, juicy roast or a marvellously
lished with quotations. To him history
up
calling
tender steak by simply
FARMING LANDS UNDER IRRIGATION SYSTLH.
teaches what to do rather than what
49. Only the choicest corn-fe- d
'Phone
conservatism
of
to avoid; he Is a type
offered
beef and mutton, the tenderest and
Those frtnnhiR lands with perpetual wator rights are now being
that acts as a wholesome check to the
l'riro of land witli
the best sein tracts of forty arres and
upwards,
and
salo
veal
for
select
lamb,
most
1
ay
rapid advance of radical ideas. He repwater rKhU from 817 to 5f:J.- per acre, according to location.
lections of sausages .boiled ham, Preof
fruits
Alfalfa,
Installments.
grains,
ten
in
made
n.nv
be
resents more of the scholar, the diplo..nnu
year
from
to
had
be
and
hams
bacon,
mium
all kinds, "and sugar beets grow to perfection .
mat and the statesman, while presiour shop.
dent Roosevelt represents more of the
"
sn
citizentype of aggressive American
alouter husk and the germ, retains the
the
reformer,
and
GRAHAM.
soldier
IMPERIAL
the
'
ship,
N. M.. are the gold
of the
. On this Grant, about forty miles west of Springer,
No bran; no dust; no chuff; no irri- nutritious and valuable parts
though these qualities are tempered by
of Elizabelhtown and Ualdy. whore Important mineral
a
food
districts
nnnin"
product
and
thus
kernel
his
produces
and
tants for the weak or disordered digeshis scholarship, his experience
may bo
discoveries have lately been mado. Claims on unlocated ground
and pleasing to the
lavor-abl- e
training. It Is well to study both of tion in this brand of Graham. It is at once healthful
tho mining regulations of tho company, which are us
under
made
IMBODEN'S
those addresses for both contain the made after the famous SCllTLMACHEll palate. See that you get
to the prospector as the U. S. government laws.
Meal.
spirit of wisdom, of patriotism and ot process. Be safe .Order IMBODEN'S 10
of the
25c
lb sack
Near Eaton, N. M., on this grant, are located the Coal Minos
sound advice.
Graham,
e emp loynmui. may be. found at
wher
FOOD.
BREAKFAST
CoUc
Coal
and
Ka.on
IMPERIAL
30c
Company,
To make use of a trite but overdone 10 lb sac ,
work (luring the seasons that fanning or
good wages for anv wishing to
Don't pay too much for wheat breakC5c
dono.
phrase, the dedication of the St. Louis 25 lb
be
successfully
not
can
but
are
prospecting
good,
fast foods. Nearly all
matter apply to
exposition today "marks the beginning
and
ndvcrtisirg
FLOUR.
IMPERIAL
for
IMBODEN'S
particulars
none Is better than Imboden's Imperial.
of a new epoch" in the West. The old
25c
There is no mistake about it. If you 2
regular size packages
epoch, that of the rough, picturesque; wish the best all around family flour
WHITE Laundry Soap.. Be
pioneer West, closed Its last chapter you should order IMOBDEN'S Imper- - CRYSTAL
MEADOW GOLD.
RATON. NEW MEXICO
today. New Mexico had a striking, if lal. It is a scientifically blended fiour
'is
of
Pure
swjet as the scent from
In
the
gold;
not an important part
history
wheatcm..
hard
and
of
soft
the new mown meadow; such is Meadthe first epoch and it will have a more composed of
churned
composed
just the proper proportions
is
important though perhaps less striking of soft and hard wheats to be exactly ow Gold Rutter. It carefully
and t
cream; pasteurized
selected
from
President
new
the
epoch.
in
part
for pastry cakes and puddings aa
and
in
right
menmachinery
by
address
his
packed
in
today,
Roosevelt,
well as for the lightest, whitest bread.
sealed
f
moisture-proopackages
fulcrum
of
one
as
the
tioned Santa Fe
50 lb sack, only
tn ,,a ,1V fl,st frelirht and kept
points around which much of tho hisIMPERIAL MEAL.
by us in our ice boxes until sent to your
tory of the first epoch was woven, and
We believe It is better nnrl
Indicated the desire of New Mexico for
Imperial meal is not made by the or- kitchen.
will
a
it
of
keep longer than any butthat
which
a
speedy
statehood and
promise
process
dlnary mill, hut by
Santa
in
sold
keyever
fe.
as
the
ter
fulfillment of that desire
granulates the corn, rcjects the hard
note that will dominate the history ot
the second part. Grover Cleveland in
his address also referred with commenY
Will Be Found a Full Line of Table Wines for Family Trade.
dation to the desire of the Territories
:
:
:
:
:
Orders
historby Telephone Will Be Promptly Filled
for statehood. When the future
&
ian writes the history of this first
N. M.
W. R.
eDoch not a small portion of it will be
devoted to New Mexico and especially
office daily to June
to its Capital, Santa Fe.
Santa Fe
on sale

....

is evidently to be "Roosevelt and
in 1904.
some good western man"
Now, who will it be?
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Attotneys at Law.

that territory and fills city than there
should be. This is. partly due to the
maintained
close rail communication
with Kansas City, to which point New

speech-makin-

30.

It

'

Mexico field, and in consouuenco there
lnic been lesa communication between

j

fermentation.

F.HANLEY

s, liquors
uinoc

,

& Cigars

Lai duces, New Mexico,
District attorney (or Dona Ana,
Otero, Grant, Luna and Sierra Counties,
Third Judicial District.
CHAS. F. EASLEY,
(Late Surveyor General.)
Attorney at law, Santa Fe, N. M. Land
and mining business a specialty.
N. B. LAUGHLIN,
(Late Associate Justice, Supreme
Court of New Mexico.)
SANTA FE - - NEW MEXICO.
E. C. ABBOTT,
Attorney-at-La-

Practices !n the district and suprems
courts. Prompt and ctreful attention
given to all business.
District attorney for the coustier. of
Santa Fe, Rio Arriba, Taos and San
Juan. SaTta F, N. M.
EDWARD C. WADE,
Attorney-at-La-

In all the o urts.
"Mining cases and mineral patents a
specialty."
LAS CRUCES NEW MEXICO.

Practices

'
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Refur-tiabc-
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BAYERS .
GROCERS

jnr-mitu-

60LD MINES.
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The Maxwell Land Grant Co
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Colonist Tickets - California

A

CLOSER CONNECTION WOULD BE A
BENEFIT TO BOTH.

lip!

at "OUR PLACE"

NO. 4 BAKERY.

ticket
at the
Will be
tickets will be honored
These
of
rate
at
$25.00.
15, 1903,
on fast trains carrying free chair cars and Pullman tourist
privileges in California acsleepers. Liberal stop-ovewill be made to many
rates
corded The same favorable
Arizona.
in
intermediate points
If you contemplate locating in California, this is
to no there comfortably and economically.
rranne and lemon ciroyes and other
frmc
ir..:,.H

Santa Fe,

PRICE, Prop.

other

0
0 0
M.
N.
H. S. LUTZ, gt., Santa To,
HEJ4RY

IRiq
LEMP'S ST.

Km2
llS

.

ANTONIO

BOOKS AND STATIONERY,

f ...

Periodicals, School Books, School Supplies.
Stationery Sundries, Etc,
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X. O. O. 3T.
SANTA FE LODGE No. 2, I. O. O. F.,
meets every Friday evening In Odd
Fellows' hall, San Francisco street. VUwelcome.
(tlag brother,
GEO. W. KNAEBEL, N. O.
A. P. HOGLE Secretary
CMNTENNIAL ENCAMPMENT, No. t,
I. O. O. F. Regular communication
the second and fourth Tuesday of eaea
month at Odd Fellow.' hall. Vllt!a
patriarch, welcome.
:
JOHN SEARS, Scribe.
MYRTLE REBEKAH LODGE. No. ,
I. O. O. F. Regular meeting flrat and
third Tuesday of each month at Odd
Fellows' hall. Visiting brother, and .later, welcome,
SALLIE VANARSDALE, N. G.
LAURA DAVIS, Secretary.

A.. O. TJ. "W.
GOLDEN LODGE, No. S, A. O. U. W
fourtt
meet, every second
Wednesdays at 8 p. m.

ad

C. C. PIERCE,
Master Workman.

JOHN

OJo

Caliente. Taos County,

N. M

THE FIRST NATIONAL BANK
,yff f f f f I'l I I If TTTTTT??1
SANTA

g

OF

with-oEngraved visiting cards with or
Mexiplate furnished by the New "
can Printing Company.

8
HENRY L. WALDO, Vice President.

-

SEARS, Recorder.

J. H. VAUGHN, Cashier.

R. J. PALEN, President.

,

C.

JOSEPH. Proprietor

y

1

tn mill!
uniirv
MUilCI IU LUHIli
At the Next Regular Meeting
'
'
;
The
'

MUTUAL BUILDING
ASSOCIATION

I I

FE, NEW MEXICO

JACOB

Rromo Quinine

FE CHAPTER. No.
R. A. It. Regular con
vocation second Monday la
each month at Misonld Hall
at 7:3 p. m.
MARCUS ELDODT, H. P,
ARTHUR SELIGMAN, Secretary.
SANTA FE COMMANDER'S
No. 1, K. T. Regular conclave fourth Monday In eack)
month at Masonic Hall at
7:30 p. m. GEO. W. KNAEBEL, E. C.
F. S. DAVIS, Recorder.
BANTA

I

tert

I

MONTEZUMA LODGB
No. I. A., F. and A. M
Regular communlca- tton first Monday in each
month at Masonic HU
at 7:80 p. m.
C. F. EASLEY,
W. M.
P. CRICHTON, Secretary.

tested by tie miraculous cure, attest
to In the following diseases: Paralyal
Rheumatism, Neuralgia, Consumption
Malaria, Bright'. Disease of the Kld
oeys. Syphilitic and Mercurial Affec
Hons. Scrofula, Catarrh, La Grippe, aO
B. . O. EX. ICS- Female Complaint., etc., etc. Board
$1
t!.S0
day;
per
Lodging and Bathing,
SANTA FE LODGE. No. i0, B. P. Ok
per week; 60 per month. Stage nsaet
E., holds Its regular session, on tM
Denver trains and wait, for Banta r
second and fourth Wednesdays of each
at
1.
resort
train UDon request. Thl.
month. Visiting brother, are Invited
tractive at all seasons, and j open all and welcome. A. B. RENEHAN, E. R.
can
winter. Passenger, for OJo Callente
J. B. DAVIS, Secretary.
leave Santa Pe at 11:08 a, m. and reac.
010 Caliente at 6 p. m. the same day
April Is one of the best months in the
Fare for the round irlp from Santa F
to Ojo Callente, IT. For further partlc year to visit California. Walt for colonist rates to California points via the
ulara, addre..
Santa Fe, April 1 to June 15, 1903. H.
S. Lutz, Agent,. Santa Fe, N. M.

These Celebrated Hot Springs are located In the mtdBt of the Ancient Cliff
miles west of
Dwellers, twenty-fiv- e
fifty miles north of Banta Fe,
Taos,
n Sbi ot twelve miles from Barranca
Stattor., on the Denver A Rio arande
Railway, from which, point a daily Une
3f tUges ru to the Springs. The temperature of these water. Is from Al-to
!22 degrees. The gases are carbonic.
titude, 6,00 feet. Climate very dry and
le'.lgatful the year round. There la now
a commodious hotel for tho convenience
it invalids and tourists. Thene waters
wntain 1,S.24 grains of alkaline salts
to the gallon, being the richest alkaline
Hot Borings in the world. The efficacy
f these waters has

.

Masonic.

SANTA FE LODGE, No. 2, K of
meeting every Tuesday evem
Ing at 7:3 o'clock at Castle hall. Visiting knight, given a cordial welcome.
J. S. CANDELARIO, C. C.
.
J. K. STAUFFER, K. R. S.

BEER.

. .tod.

SOCIETIES.

.

0J0 CALIEJSTE IjOT SPRINGS.

r

The Denver Republican advocates a
reunion
closer connection and more
within the Centennial State and Sunshine Territory. In this connection
that paper editorially says:
Mexico
. "Much is expected in New
from various projects to reclaim arid
water
to
land by utilizing underground
branches of agriculture have yielded competencies
which is believed to exist in several lo?
successful
as
be
shouldn't
you
persons, Why
calities where large tracts now barren
well
could be made fertile,
I have Illustrated
descriptive literature about Calllornia, as
"With an almost perfect climate and as ot the country Intervening. Other books describe the equipment of
great resources In coal, Iron and the our California trains. If interested come and get copies, or Write me
precious metals, New Mexico could and I Will mail them to you
f
sustain a large population if il had
A
sufficient water to irrigate the thousands of acres that are now barren.
Whether the enterprises in question
will succeed is a problem to be solved,
It is said, In the near future. It has often been discussed, but lack of capital
and organization has prevented the reLOUIS
quisite tests.
PIIONK 3
WATERS.
"The recent construction of the Rock
MINERAL
OF
KINDS
ILL
Island extension across the southeastord.r.
HtM
promptly
Th. trad. .applM from on. boUl.'w
-- A TA r
ern part of the territory has opened up
8TRBET
QUADAL.UFC
a section that a few years ago was almost entirely isolated, and the Santa
Fe Central now under construction will
same
contribute still further to the
end. When that quarter of New Mexico 15 brought fully in touch with the
outride world the whole territory will
be stimulated by its development.
.
"Colorado as a state and Denver as
SPANISH.
BOOKS l
PRAYER
AND
CATHOLIC CATECHISMS
a city are both deeply interested In
A
SPECIALTY.
New Mexico's prosperity and growth.
SPANISH HOVELS
It would be a great help to this state
taken
periodical.
a
neighbor
if it had for a southern
Book, not in stock ordered .t eastern price.; subscription,
inWELTJWER
community,
and
prosperous
strong
viting capital and new settlers by the
development of Its resources, and opand
ening up new avenues of trade
commerce.
axative
business
"In some respects Denver
hot, 33c
men have seemed to neglect, the New

(Successor to Dr. Manley.)
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C. O. HARRISON, D. D. S.,
Office: Over Fischer's Drug Store.
On the Plaza,

New Mexico

Santa Fe

BUTCHERS

DR. C. N. LORD,
Office, Kahn Block, over Spitz' Jewelry
Store.' South Side of Plaza.

'

.

Of Santa Fe

'

Will Receive

BIDS FOR LOANS
H. N. WILLCOX,
. Secretary.
,
Office: Catron -l- ock, Up Stairs.
.

Untied States Designated Depositary.

LOAN

.

.

ut

SEVERE ATTACK OF GRIP.
Cured by one bottle of Chamberlain's
Couth Remedy.
"When J had an attack of the grip
last winter (the second one) I actually
cured myself with one bottle of Chamberlain's Cough Remedy," says Frank
. W. Perry, Editor of the Enterprise,
Shortsvllle, N. Y. "This is the honest
truth. I am at times kept from coughing myself to pieces by taking a
of this remedy, and when the
coughing spell would come on at night
I would take a dose and it seemed that
In the briefest
interval the cough
would pass off and I would go to sleep
perfectly free from cough and Its accompanying pains. To say that the
remedy acted ns a most agreeable
prise is putting It very mildly. I had
no Idea that It would or could knock
out the grip, simply because I had
never tried It for such a purpose, but
It did, and it seemed with the second
attack of coughing the remedy caused
It to not only be of less duration, but
the pains were far less severe, and I
had not used the contents of one bottle
before Mr. Grip had bid me adieu."
For sale by all druggiRts.
Colonist Rates to the Northwest.
Effective February 15th until April
30th, the Santa Fa will sell reduced rate
Colonist tickets to tlio Northwest, to
Helena at Buttu S33.00; SpokaneS340;
Portland, Soattlo and Tncoma, $37.0(1.
For particulars call on agents of the

(Homestend Entry No.

CROP BULLETIN
Just within her grasp
out sue
is saiety
does not see it ; she
is looking the wrong
There's many
way.

U. 8, Department of Agriculture,
NEW MEXICO

CLIjlTE

IP
WEATHER

SECTION

CROP

a woman st rumpling
in a sea of' disease
who is doing the
same thin g

SERVICE

the

looking

wrong way
snatching U

BUREAU

medicinal

In

stasias?

Notice for Publication,

THE WEEKLY

straws when the
buov. Dr.
Pierce's Favorite I'resciijj-tio-

With the New Mexico

life

Weather Service.

is within

Tier

reach.
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Land Office at Santa Fo. N. M. April 14. I'j03
Notioe is hfireby given that tho following-namesettler has rill notieo of his intention
of liiscluim,
to muko final proof in sui
and rhatstid proof wli! bn mudft before tlie
If eceiver
N. M..on
at
Arid
Santa,
Fe,
Register
May 20. HMi, viz: Itusilio Peren, fur the s'a of
of ne'.i of goction ;J. townM, u
s,li, section
ship 14 nurtli. rattan II oust, lie names the
following wilnPtf'eii to prove his continuous
residence ur.on and cultivation of said html
viz: Klinln (iiitici rez. lcliciano l.ohuto,
Cm rillo, Autst'.ieio Currillo all of Lmny,
N.

M.

Ma'nukj. II. Otehq, liegUter.

Denver to Boston. Mass,
and return, $49.05.
June 30 to July 4, inclusive.

Deliver to Indianapolis,
Ind., and return, $33.
A

(Effective November

16,

lion I June 13 to 16, inclusive.

Denver to St. Louis,
and return, $26.50.

1902.)

Annual Meeting Travelers' Protective AssociaNo. 7M leaves Santa Fe at 9:10 a. m.
tion, ladlonapolis, hid., June
to connect with No. 2 east bound, with
For the above oceiHun the Santa Fo connection from El Paso and Southern
will sell tickets to Indianapolis and re- California, returning, arrive at Santa
turn at one fare plus 55 2. nil (from Santa Fe at 11:50 a. m.
No. 722 leaves Santa Fe at 3:30 p. m.,
Tickets will no on sale
Fe, 841.00).
June 7th, Hth and dtli; good for return to connect with Nc. 2, west bound, for

AVlo,,

April 25 to 30, inclusive, and June 1516.

Interior Colorado points to
St Louis, Mo., and return
One fare plus $2.00.

On sale April 35 and

26. Return May 6.
Many a woman has testi passage leaving Indianapolis up to and southern California, returning arrive at
Santa
fied : "I know I shouM
5:35
Santa
Fe
m.
at
p.
The past week has been unfavorable
Denverto Baltimore, JHd.
not be alive
but for Dr. Pierce's Including J mil! 18th.
.. No. 724 leaves Santa Fe at 6:20
p. m.,
for a rapid advance of vegetation on Favorite Prescription."
II. S. r.rrz, Agent,
This famous
and
$46.75.
to connect with No. 7, westbound
for
account of the cool weather and high, medicine establishes regularity, dries
Santa Fe. N. M.
About July 17 to 19.
San Francisco and Northern California
drying winds, but the moist condition weakening drains, heals inflammation
returning, arrive at Santa Fe at 8:40
of the soil permits spring work to the and ulceration, and cures female weak,
ness
TO ADVERTISE THE GREAT P. m.
Write me for limits and other details
best advantage, and the; season as far
Weak and sick women, especially those
No. 726 leaves Santa Fe at 9:10 p. m.,
I can outline the
us this is concerned is in advance. suffering from diseases
cheapest way to make
of long standing,
to connect with No. 8, east bound, from
There have been frosts ns far south as are invited to consult Dr Pierce, by letter,
SOUTHWEST
your trip to any point east, and possibly
San Francisco and Northern California,
the southern tier of counties, but re- free. All correspondence is held as
save you annoyance and money.
at Santa Fe at 11:20
returning,
strictly private and sacredly confidential.
ports show that no particular Injury to Address
and daughters, p. m.
wives
farmers
Farmers,
Dr. R V. Pierce, Buffalo, N. V.
fruits or vegetation has occurred. On
THE CALIFORNIA LIMITED.
I take pleasure in writiu;r to let yon know school teachers, doctors, clergymen, iner
Sunday, the 26th, good local rains oc- the preat good
I received
from your Favorite
Now runs daily between Chicago, Los
chants, In the smaller towns, any citizen who
Office, 1039 17th St
curred over all north central sections, Prescription ' :;ntl your rleasaut Pellets. sovs has
Mrs. Nora Gadilie. of Rio, Han Co., Kv. "t
something io say, arc invited to write Angeles and San Francisco. This train
G. W. VAI.LERY, Genua! Act.
accompanied in places by severe hail, took seven or eight bottles of ' Favorite Prescrip- letters and longer articles about the locality leaves Lainy, west bound, at 8:40 a. m
and one or two vials of the Pellets.'
but the little damage done to" fruits is tion
East bound at 2:02 a. m. No connection
Think I would have been in my grave had it In which they live in the Southwest.
DENVER
far outweighed by the general good to not been for your medicines. It lias been about
The territory includes Arkansas, Arizona, with these trains from Santa Fe, ex
fOUr months since I tool (he mclirin,.
J ...no
the wheat, garden truck and stock all
run down, had loss of appelite, could not Indian
that passengers arriving on No. 3,
Territory, Louisiana, Southern Mis cept
at night, was nervous, had backache,
ranges. Throughout all sections condi- sleep
west bound, can reach Santa Fe at 11:50
on my limbs, and sick headache all sour), New Mexico, Oklahoma and Texas.
black
Santa Fo.
spots
tions seem to be most promising, exthe time. I have not had sick headache since I
a; m. on No. 2's connection.
H. S. LUTZ, Agent,
Premiums that make it an object are of
All of above trains run through solid
cepting in southern Lincoln county, look your medicine."
Santa Fe, N. M.
"Favorite Prescription" makes weak fercd, a set for each state and territory. Full from Chicago to California and
where the season thus far has been
VV. J. Black, O. P. A.,
carry
women strong, sick women well. Accept particulars of the conditions of the contest,
.
unusually dry, and Che absence of grass uo
Topoka,-Kanthrough Pullman and tourists sleepers
for
substitute
the
tnetiicine
which
will
a
be
and
list
of
the
and
awards
and sufficient stock water is causing works
prizes
Through sleeping car reservation arwonders for weak women.
A GREAT SENSATION.
considerable loss. Alfalfa and wheat
ranged for on application.
Dr. Pierce's Pleasant Pellets cure diz- sent upon application, to
There was a big sensation In
are growing well; planting corn, beans ziness aud sick headache.
J. W. STEELE, Commissioner,
City Ticket Office:
Ind when V. H. Brown of that and peas is well advanced
in
Colonization Agency, Southwestern Lines, CATRON BLOCK EAST SIDE PLAZA
excepting
place, who was expected to die, had the colder parts of the northern coun
II. S. LUTZ. AGENT.
Columbia Theater Bldg., SI. Louis, Mo
is scarce.
7G;
Highest temperature,
his life saved by Dr. King's New Dis- ties. Slock
generally Is in fair condi lowest, 27; no rain.
The
Santa
Fe will run personally con
The Santa Fe runs tourist cars dally
covery for Consumption, He yrites: "I tion for the season, and there has been
ducted
Excursions
to California
to
tri
from
Kansas
and
I.os
Mesilla
It.
Park:
H.
Chicago
asthFine
Hart:
City
from
endured insufferable agonies
less loss during the winter than usual.
weekly during Colonist period, April
ma, but your New Discovery gave me Owing to the high winds nnd cool weather; ground drying out some but Angeles, nnd San Francisco. Colonist to
June 15, 1903. J I. S. Lutz, Agent,
immediate relief and soon thereafter weather, grass is coming rather slow- gardens nnd crops growing nicely. tickets to California points will be hon
Santa Fe, N. M.
Trees almost In full foliage. Alfalfa ored on such cars April 1 to June 1
effected a complete cure." Similar cures ly, but some improvement in the
n
and wheat doing well. Fruit has form- 1903. II. S. Lutz, Agent, Santa Fe, N.
of consumption, pneumonia, bronchitis
of stock is noted, and warmer
D. & R. G. SYSTEM,
and grip are numerous. It's the peer- with some rain would bring about a ed on the trees. Ditches full of water. M.
Santa Fe Branch.
less remedy for all throat and lung rapid betterment of conditions. Lamb- Highest temperature, S9; lowest, 3i;
Tlmo Txble No. 71.
troubles. Price. 60c and $1. Guaranteed ing has well begun and under the most rain, trace.
(SfTective Wednesday, April 1st 1903.)
Mountainair
W.
John
(Valencia
Co.):
Co.
free.
Trial
bottles
Fischer
Drug
by
excellent prospects. With but few ex
AST BOUHD
Corbett: Grass
WUST BOUND
a
No. 426.
ceptions irrigation water is abundant, rain is needed. starting nicely but
428
Uilzs No.
SAVED THE LOVED ONES
Vegetables are coming
B an n m
v.in a m..Lv... Santn re.. Ar..
and the mountains still have enough
00
a
it
m..I.v..
34..
Mrs. Mary Vliet, Newcastle, Colo.,
trees
and
r.
in
Indifruit
bloom.
are
liO'om
..K.pnrioln..
1 Hi
snow to Insure a steady supply for the up
Kmhudo... Ar.. 6:1... 1;iiS p m
p m..Lv
L'No Trouble to Answer Questions."
cations are that all available tillable
writes: "I believe Ballard's Horehound
3 41 o m.. Lv.Trni Plcrirna. Ar
un
trwr.u ...
Smokers Will find Cigars and To- streams
for some time to come.
8
33
p m..Lv....Antonlto.. Ar..l2S... 7 SIS n m
will be cultivated this year as
ground
Syrup is superior to any other cough
:f
8 0 D CD..I.V
Altimoita... Ar lr.:l . ft ;I0 n n.
The following remarks are extracted
bacco to Suit Their Taste at
the subsoil Is In better condition than
S:PS a m .Lv... . Pueblo... Ar..287... I:S7 a m TA1(E
FAST
medicine, and will do all that is claimed from the reports of
crop correspond
1:15 a m.. Ar....DuDver....Lv..4fi4... 9 30 p m
This Establishment
for several seasons. Highest tempera
for it, and it is so pleasant to take.
ents, nnd will show the conditions more
- SANTA FE, N.
EAST SIDE OF PLAZA
ture, 71; lowest, 28; no rain.
Trains run daily except Sunday.
My little girl wants to take it when she in detail:
TRAIJi
Connections with ths mala lino and
t aiiente: A. Josepn:
has no need for it." Ballard's. HoreAll
W.
crops
T.
ujo
OUTER,
This handsomely equipped train laves El Paso daily and runs ihronirh to St
A dry
Proprietor.
Arnbela: A. M. Richardson:
as
branches
follows:
look most promising. Fruit prospects
hound Syrup is the great cure for all
Louis without change, where direct connections are made for the North
nd
of the long
week, a continuation
At Antoulto for Duranco, Silveston Easf also
are excellent. Mountain streams are
direct connections via Shreveport or New Orleans for all poluts In the
pulmonary ailments. 25c, 50c and $1 at drought.
Cool weather
all points In the San Juan com, try.
with hlgl:
and
Southeast.
an'nbundance
bank
full
Co.
and
Fischer Drug
running
At Alamosa (with standard irauirjl for
winds; the ground Is getting too dry to of
snow on the high ranges Insures an
La Veta, Puoblo, Coloraao Springs and
plow and planting' hfis come to
DANGER OF COLDS AND GRIP.
Pattern Pullman Buffet Sleepers
ample supply of Irrigation water.
Denver, also with narrow irantro for
standstill.
Highest temperature,
"Strongest In the World"
Monte Vista, Del Norto and Donvor
Redrock
Elegant New Chair Cars Seats Free
Louis
(Grant
Co.)
Chample:
Creeds and all points In the San Luis
The greatest danger from colds and lowest, 32; no rain.
Solid Vestibuled Trains Throughout
Garden planting general; some radishes
Capitan: Clement Hlghtower: Crops and lettuce are
valley.
grip Is their resulting in pneumonia.
EQUITABLE LIFE
Tr(E
and
d
up
looking
finely.
For
or other Infoi nation, call on or address
about
and
well
pamphiet,
small
scr'ptlve
njl planted
grain
At Saltda with main line (standard
If reasonable care Is used, however,
on the range is good and outside
Grass comes slowly.' Peaches Grass
for all poluts east and west inI1.
gauge)
A LL AS 'i'K
E.
SOCIETY
TURNER. U. P. & T. 4.
and Chamberlain's Cough Remedy ta- up.
AS
is getting fat. Plenty of water
ASSURANCE
but apples are safe stock
cluding Leadvllle and narrow gaurc It. W. CURTIS S. W. P. A HL PASf . TRXAS
ken, all danger will be avoided. Among mostly In killed,
for
Irrigation.
between Salida and Grand Junc
points
snow
condition.
of
Stock
OF
fair
STATES
TEE
UNITED
Plenty
the tens of thousands who have used in
Snnta Fe: TJ. S. "Weather Bureau:
tion.
the Sierra Blanca.
HENRY B. HYDE,
At Florence and Canon Citv for the
this remedy for' these diseases we have
Work is progressing rapidly but vegeCarlsbad:
H.
F.
Christian:
Prospects
Founder.
gold camps of Cripple Creek and Victor.
yet to learn of a single case having re- for
tation
back
cool
the
weather
kept
by
fruit crop are very bright; in fact,
At Pueblo, Colorado Springs and Den
sulted in pneumonia, which shows conjE sEr
and
f
winds. Severe hall storm on
this
ver v ith all Missouri river lines for all
crop is expected to exceed the high
Ourstanding Assurance
26th but nltho most fruit trees in
clusively that It is a certain preventive last year's Land now
points east.
years.
being plowed
Dec. 31, 1902
$1,292,416,595.00
of that dangerous disease. It will cure
For further Information address the
alid made ready to plant as soon as bloom no damage occurred. No corn
New Assurance Issued
or
in
less
the
an
of
cold
as
attack
grip
a'
yet; alfalfa and wheat
anderstgned.
ROSWELL, NEW MEXICO.
in 1902
water is turned in. Range in fair con planting
231,249,944.00
time than any other treatment. It is
Through passengers from Santa Fe In
Income
69,007,012.25
but needs rain. Pecos Irrigation coming on nicely; asparagus on the
ditlon,
standard
from
Alamosa
gauge sleepers
market.
6S;
Assets Dec. 31, 1902 . .
THE MILITARY S0HO0L OF NEW MEXICO ESTABLISHED AUD SUPHighest temperature,
359,395,537.72
pleasant and safe to take. For sale by Company's new concrete aqueduct
can have bertha reserved on application.
Assurance Fund and all
37; rain, 0.44.
all druggists.
PORTED BY THE TERRITORY
vv .
H.
completed and water will be turned in lowest,
uenenil
kobhixh,
Agent.
otber liabilities . . .
284,268,040.95
Silver City: Chas. H. Lyons: Several
to canal about May 1st, and although
Santa Fe, N. M.
ROBBED THE GRAVE.
75,127,495.77
Surplus
no
Six men Ins'ruclors. all graduates of standunl eastern colleges. New
3 K Hoopkb, G. P A .
light frosts but apparently
injury,
Paid Policyholders in
A startling incident is narrated by there is a heavy demand for water the and
the promise of fruit was never
Deovet, Colo.
buildings, all furnishings and equipments modern and complete;
1902
29,191,250.79
John Oliver of Philadelphia, as follows: company expects no difficulty In sup better. Farmers nre in the midst of
all conveniences.
gas iiglited; baths,
f
f
f
"I was in an awful condition. My skin plying all farmers. Highest tempera.
Tuition, board and laundry, $200 per session. Session is three terms
planting. Plenty of water in the river
no
44;
rain.
93;
ture,
lowest,
President.
W.
JAS.
ALEXANDER,
was almost yellow, eyes sunken, tongue
of thirteen weeks each.
(Gila). The range and :tock are in
Cliff (Grant Co.): T. 3. Clark, Sr.
JAS. H. HYDE, Vice President.
coated, pain continually In back and
condition.
good
Is
and
Roswell
alfalfa
a
noted health resort, 3,70.) feet above sea level;
sides, no appetite, growing weaker day Farmers busy plowing;
Teel (Grant Co.): Hugh A. Teel:
Grass Is coming
fruit doing finely.
REGENTS Nathan Jaffa, W. M. Reed, K. S. Hamilton, .1. C. Lea and
EDWARD GROKSFELD, Mgr ,
by day. Three physicians had given me
Warm
is
water
weather;
plentiful;
but needs rain; stock in good
E A. Cahoon. Tor particulars ii'ldress,
Albuquerque, N. M.
up. Then I was advised to use Electric nicely,
condition. Plenty of water In the Gila, grass starting well. Gardens all plant
COL. J. W. WILLSON. Sunt.
Bitters; to my great joy, the first bottle
beans
and
potatoes being
Dorsey: Will C. Barnes: No rain to ed; corn,
MRS. L. A. HARVEY, AGENT,
made a decided Improvement. I con
trees
full
in
bloom;
planted.
Apple
to
ten
fifteen
season
at
least
date
and
tinued their use for three weeks, and
some varieties light, others heavy.
SANTA FE
HEW MEXICO
am now a well man. I know they rob' days later than last spring. As yet
Watrous: M. A. Needham: Grass on
farmand
water
no
is
there
irrigation
No
bed the grave of another victim."
the ranges is making Utile or no proone should fail to try them. Only 50c, ers are discouraged. Crops generally gress, nnd stock Is In poor condition.
LOOK AT
CLOUDS FROM
nre In the ground. Range cattle are
BOOKS, CATALOGUES, CARDS,
guaranteed, at Fischer Drug Co.
ever equalled it.
thin as there is no grass anywhere. The Irrigation water is plentiful. Highest
has
Nothing
no rain.
PRICE
BADGES, PAMPHLETS,
Red river Is absolutely dry for miles temperature, 78; lowest, 22;
BEAUTY AND STRENGTH
And
You
Nothing can ever surpass it.
R. M. HARDINOE,
Are desirable. You are strong and vig in this vicinity.
LAW
SOCIETY
LISTS,
BRIEFS,
OUR
Wc
TRAINS.
Director.
Section
Folsom: Jackson Tabor: Dry nnd
orous, when your blood is pure. Many
PRINTING AND COMMERCIAL
in
A HARD STRUGGLE.
nay, most women, fail to properly dl windy excepting a heavy local rain on
WORK
RECEIVE SPECIAL AND
arid
Is
21st.
Grass
coming finely,
gest their food, and so become pale, sal the
PROMPT ATTENNION
FROM
low, thin and weak, while their bright stock, especially horses, are improvMany a Santa Fe Citizen Finds the Strug,
ness, freshness and beauty of the skin ing. Alfalfa promises a good first cutgle Hard.
The (few Mexican
OtfSrMPTIOlV Price
and complexion, depart. Remedy this ting. Gardens are about all planted,
With a back constantly aching
UliWItB una
and everything promises a good sea
50C.SII.IW
UL.S
unpleasant evil, by eating nourishing son.
With distressing urinary disorders.
e
Highest temperature, 71; lowest,
food, and taking a small rose of
Printing Company
Dally existence is but a struggle.
A Perfec;
For All Throat and
after eating meal, to digest what 28; rain, 1.00.
need to keep it up.
No
:
cool
for
Too
Cure
C.
Troubles.
J.
Frultland:
Collyer:
Lung
50c
Co
at Fischer Drug
you have eaten.
Doan's Kidney Pills will cure you.
fast growth, but as the soil Ss In such
Money bagk if it fails. Trial Bottlei free.
Santa Fe people endorse this claim.
Address tbo undersigned for full and reliable Infcrmatlor.
Is
We Have Facilities for Handling
season
ad
A THOUGHTFUL MAN.
condition
the
rather
good
chainGenovevo Sandoval, surveyor's
M. M. AUSTIN of Winchester, Ind., vaneed. Early gardens are up; spring
naa
D.
W.
VV. S. MEAD
or Galisteo street, says: "ir i
MURDOCH, A. G. P. A..
the Largest and Most Difficult
knew what to do in the hour of need. wheat covers the ground. The river Is man,
not the
faith in Doan's KidCitv
of
Mexico
Commercial
riis wire naa sucn anunusuai case oi almost too high. The range is already ney Pills,greatest
Ag't El Paso,
Class of Work,
I would never have gone out
stomach and liver trouble, physicians furnishing good pasture. Highest tem of
to more
to
them
recommend
way
my
could not help her. ,He thought of and perature, 80; lowest, 27; rain, trace.
'
than one of my friends and acquaint
ENGRAVINGS
AND ILLUSTRAGalllnas Springs: Jas. E. Whitmore: ances.
tried Dr. King's New Life Pills and she
had backache for about a
Co.
I
Mfg.
got relief at once and was finally cured. Strong winds; grass coming slowly, year, not continually, but
TIONS FURNISHED
I never
needs rain. Cherries and plums in full
Only 25c at Fischer Drug Co.
knew the moment when a recurrence
Good prospects for crops on
bloom.
would take place. I tried mora than
WALKS WITHOUT CRUTCHES.
Cattle
gaining;
Mail Orders Receive Prompt and Careful
unirrigatea: lands.
NEW MEXICAN PRIMING CO., Dealers.
I was much afflicted with sciatica, lambing begun and with excellent pros- one medicinal preparation guaranteed
to stop such annoyances before I went
, n .1
I
,7 T
111,. n a
Fe
From
Us.
Attention
New Mexico
Santa
low
pects. Highest temperature, 80;
to Ireland's Pharmacy for Doan's Kid
Co., Kansas., "going about on srutches est, 35; no rain.
.
ney Pills, but I met with very indifferand suffering a deal of pain.. I was inGlencoe: Annie E. Coe: Grass is ent
SILVER FILIGREE.
Buccess. The treatment with Doan's
duced to try Ballard's Snow Liniment, starting and ranges look better. Peachthe
Pills
stopped
positively
which relieved me. I used three 50c es are all killed in this part of the coun- Kidney
last attack. I now know "what to use
bottles.
It is the greatest liniment I ty (Lincoln). ,
should others recur."
ever used; have recommended it ta- a
Golden: R. M. Carley: Cold weather
For sale by all dealers. Price B0 cts.
number of persons, all express them-- : with high winds; grass growing slowly,
N.MONDRAGON. Mgr.
Mllburn Co., Buffalo, N. T., sole
Foster
selves as being benefited by It. ,1 now but the prospects are that there will
S. E. Corner Plaza, S n Francisco St.
the United States. Rememfor
agents
now walk without crutches, able to per- be plenty for sheep and goats during
ber the name, Doan's, and take no sub
form a great deal of light labor on the lambing time. Plenty of water in all
stitute.
farm."
25c, 50c and $1 at Fischer the mountain springs.
"
HERBINE CURES
.
Hobart: W. H. Hough: Warmer
Drug Co.
Fever and Ague. A dose will usually
nights made " a more favorable week
2 - MAKES A CLEAN SWEEP.
for all crops. Wheat Is doing well; stop a chill, a continuance
always
There's nothing like doing a thing
cures. Mrs. Wm. M. Stroud, Midlothian,
some corn Js planted. Peaches that esever
the
salves you
thoroughly. Of all
are in blossom; Texas, May 31, 1899, writes: "We have
the wfnter-klllln- g
heaTd of, Bucklen's Arnica Salve is the caped
as vegetables used Herbine in our family for eight
as
all
well
fruits
other
best.' It sweeps away and cures burns,
years, and found it the best medicine
looking well.
sores, bruises, cuts, boils, ulcers, skin
Hood (San Juan Co.): R. A. Hood: vt have ever used, for la grippe, bilious
25c
and
It's
and
only
eruptions
piles.
Apricots coming on nicely; pears com fever, nnd malaria." 50e at Fischer
guaranteed to give satisfaction by Fis- ing into bleom; peaches are almost out, Drug Co.
cher Drug. Co.
with a slight bloom. Alfalfa Is backStop overs will be allowed in Califor
ward and has died out in spots. Soil
"
on Colonist tickets via Santa Fe.
Notice for Publication.
in good condition; grass starting nice- nia
April 1 to June 15, 1903. H. S. Luis,
(Homestead Entry No. 5,186
"been no rain.
but
has
there
ly,
In Pullman Tourist Sleeper daily on fast train, with pleasant people.
Land Offlm at Santa Fe, N. M., A: ril 18, 1938
Santa Fe, N. M.
Nutle ta hereby given thnt the following
Laguna: Gus. Weiss: Cloudy all week Agent;
Save money and travel comfortably. Personally conducted
named aettler ha filed notice of his intention and
threatening, but no rain.' .Early
to make final proof In support of hit claim,
CHICHESTER'S ENGLISH
excursions, in charge of experienced agent,
andr that laid proof will be made before the vegetables coming up, with fine pros
or reoelver at Santa Fe. N. M., on pects. Lambing and shearing now on.
May . 19:13, vis: Ootaviano Rodrignei of
Inaulre of local
Alwjrf!UI.I. I.4les-fl- k Druvrtrt
Dr. Bailey and J. W.
Mute Fe, New Mexico, for the e of ae!4
Las
To
KNULISH
You will
of Motion , and w) of
taction 1, Hanson:Vegas:
out.
dried
winds
have
High
township 17 north, ranee 10 east. He names
Los Angeles,
like the
the following witnesses to prove his con- the ground, but grass is looking well
tinuous residence. upon and nultivation of but needs rain.
. Saa Francisco
Service
Early planting is well
aid land, vis: Enrique Pocbeco. Cosme
Rllor I.b.IIm"m teltmr. bt .
Vivian Griego, all along but vegetation is very backward.
Carrlllo, Dallo Rodrig-ues- ,
tmwm THii'I- - 1 0.OOO TaUaoniat.. Soldfef
of Santa Fe, N. M.
rChralMtlV
II DftlCfMtft.
Manual B,Otbo, Register. . Range stock In poor condition as feed
immt. MM1
Be)!,

Fe, N. M., April 28, 1903.
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Paine's Celery

Vema, Is in

Headquarter's For
the guest of Mrs. O. V. Harrison,,
Page B. Otero, torritorial fish mid
?4
1
U&
4 tet
game warden, will go to Las Vegas tomorrow on business connected
with
1. W.
Garvey, Tucson; 3. his ofliee.
B. Hurt, New York City.
Associate Justice Daniel H. McMillan
Waa Penefited BeThe Woman's Aid Society
of
the
returned last evening from a week's
meet
church
will
with
Presbyterian
to Washington, D. O. He regisyond My Expectation."
Mrs. John Walker, Friday afternoon at visit
tered at the Palace hotel.
The claim that Paine's
2:30 o'clock.
Celery ComW. K. Mulhaupt, who has been workpound is the only honest medicine in
The regular meeting of the Guild of
in
the
world
for
cure
the
the
of
of
mechanical department
terrible neuing
the Church of the Holy Faith will-the Xew Mexican, departed this morn-Itif- ralgia, nervous and blood diseases, is
held at Sirs. Call's Friday afternoon at
fully borne out by the strong and confor Denver, Colo.
2:30 o'clock.
vincing letters of testimony received
THE
DRUG HOUSE IN SANTA
Mrs.
Daniel
a
was
II.
McMillan
pas every day of the year by the proprieof
The vacant lots along the roule
'
from
noon
Socorro
at
today and tors of the popular medicine. Nothing
next senger
march to be taken on Tuesday
else
possessed anything like
should be thoroughly cleaned. The city Joined her husband who arrived from the lias ever
power of Paine's Celery Compound
last
Washington
evening.
authorities should see to this at once.
to restore a healthy nervous tone to
F. H. McKlroy, city editor
of the
Santa Fe Tribe No. 19, Improved Or
the
der of Jled Men, will meet at 8 o'clock New Mexican, who has been at
this evening at the T. O. O. F. hall. The Las Vegas Hot Springs for a few days
for a rest, will return to Santa Fe this
lodge has been meeting in the K. of P.
evening.
hall.
Judge Henry L. Waldo, solicitor of
A FULL LINK OK-.- .
Claire: John P. Harper, Durango;
Mitiiufucturer of
the Santa Fe railway system for New
George Andrew, Nellie Andrew, Crip
Mexico,
arrived
Meadow
from
the
City
WATCHES,
fOEXICBN FILIGREE JEWELRY- St.
CLOCKS,
ple Creek, Colo.; E. F. Williams,
i: here on legal and
W. last evening. He
O.
Louis; Frank Miller, Lyons;
.
official business.
Hill, Alamosa, Colo.
S. Hubbell. sheriff of Bernalillo
this evening at 6:30 Thomas
Beginning
ALL KINDS OF JMCSIONS IN
came in from the south at
county,
o'clock there will be May devotions at
noon. He is here'to affend the meeting
Filigree Fob Chains,
the Cathedral every evening during the
of the old board of managers of the
month of May. The service will close
Filigree Neck Chains,
Louisiana purchase exposition.
Blessed
with benediction of the
Filigree Souvenir Spoons,
E. L. Faison of
Salt Lake City.
In
of
has
been
Utah,
surveys,
inspector
Filigree. Brooch Pins.
Palace: Miss K. C. Yowger, Willi the
the past few days. He left this
city
York
New
Filigree Bracelets,
and
City;
wife,
Snlegelberg
U.
for tho Tejom
land grant
Miss M. J. Adams, Charles C. Adams, morning
Filigree Card Cases,
where he will Inspect a number of sur
Galveston, Tex.:
Philip P. Hitchcock, veys.
Denver; airs. O. P. Hydge, Miss Bess
PRICE BAKING POWDER CO.. CHICAGO,
South Side Plaza - Santa Fe
Forrest McKinley, special agent ot
Thompson, Mrs. C. R. Galorath, C, It. the
mornleft
this
general land oflke,
GOOD ADVERTISING.
will be given at n, number of points Galbrath, Jr., Cerrillos; H. L. Waldo, ing for Tierra Amarilla,
official
on
Las
Vegas.
unalong the Santa Fe lines and wiU
in
UC.V. JAMES DOHERTY.
The Novel Way That the Santa Fe Is Booming
Review business. He expects to be back
Mexican
New
The
Weekly
atten
doubtedly attract considerable
time to see President Roosevelt in the
the
contains
California Sea Side Resorts.
was
It
published today.
tion.
5.
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entire
the
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mining, city May
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cleanse the blood, making it impossible
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a
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Mexico.
All
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stock and other news pf New
Taxpayers.
to a demonstration, that as big and
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system. Ministers,
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and timely notion is a splendid paper to send to your A. T.
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Still Infirmary of Kirksville, Mo., professional men generally, newspaper
all
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hereby given
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WoodLas
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at
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Railway their taxes, that such taxes, excepting cents each can be had at the counting
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goes
cause of hard, trying, anxious work, is
that day a California train of two spe- fault and 5 per cent penalty pursuant room of the New Mexican Printing mended.
excessive, find renewed nerve
strength
cial cars will be in Santa Fe, in charge to statute lias been added tliereto. Tl e Company.
ot and
W.
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Ksq.,
Walton,
probate
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of A. A. Weiss, city agent of the Santa taxes for the last half of 1002, will
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Silver
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of
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Grant
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lhe penalty will he added. If taxes number of residents of that town will City Independent, arrived on the noon and
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are go common
that
a
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Nice Clean Stock! Soecial At- give stereopticon lecture on the Plaza are not promptly paid separate suits for
train today to attend the meeting of
B.
springtime.' Rev. Jas. Doherty, Ever
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board
the
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of
the
tention
managers
Pa., writes fhus:
Packing and Shipping,
San Diego, Coronado and other places case, costs In addition to tin penalty The executive committee of the Roose- isiana purchase exhibition of which lie ett,
"I have used Paine's Celery Com
velt reception should appoint
I
in California. He will be accompanied will be added.
blood.
and
the
for
neuralgia
is
a
pound
member.
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to look after the comfort of all
YOUR PATRONAGE SOLICITED.
by the Coronado Tent City Brass Band
General W. II. Whiteman is was benetltect ueyona my expectation.
Collector, Santa Fo Countr.
who may be here on that day and also in Adjutant
for
the
medicine
is
the
indeed
sys
It
of twenty pieces that will give a conSt. Louis as a member of the staff
tem. It
everything in good turn.
to secure quarters for them.
cert, before, during and after the lecLoose leaf ledgers at the New Mexi
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General H. C. Corbin, I. There Is keeps
no drowsy, worn-ofeeling to
Montezuma avenue was flooded this S. Adjutant
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use
and
it
he
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other
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street
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that
The
pipe
building.
exercises there today.
have outlived its period of usefulness
Hon. Thomas Hughes, editor of the
state
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NICE THINGS FOR
ris residents along the
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Citizen, was among
Albuquerque
n
along
leakage
that there has been
arrivals from the south at noon today.
NICE
there all winter. The pipe was repair- He is the secretary of the old board
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of TERRITORIAL
M'e have the leading brands such as:
ed yesterday and another break occurrWe not only carry the staples, but
The following money haa been romanagers of the Louisiana
purchase
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ed last night.
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account of the cermonies and Incidents find Rio Grande
tho best, and then you will not be
EROUS TO MENTION
was
in
x x x x x x x x x x x x x x.
the
railroad,
rein connection with the President's
disappointed.
A BEAR FOR TEDDY.
city last night. He was aceompnnied
If You IVan a PERFECT SMOKE, Not TOO DRY nor TOO ception jn this city on that day. It by S. M. Shottoc, traveling
passenger
Fresh Vegetables of all kinds
will be a first class Issue to send to
agent of the Baltimore and Ohio, and If Acceptable (o Mini, Mr. Roosevelt Will Re
JMOIST Try Our Cigars.
friends east to advertise the town.
P.
0raii'ge;,Bananas. Pineapples
Hitchcock, traveling passen
Philip
ceive Bruin as a Gift While Here.
Persons desiring extra copies should ger agent of the Wabasli. The
party
Fresh Poultry Wednesday's
leave orders at once at the New Mexiof
Cicero Weldner,
Espanola, formerly
left for the north this morning In Mr
can office.
and
chief of police of Kanla Fe, has inquired
Vv'hittenberger's private car.
The forecast for tonight and Frldnj
Sister Lucia, superior of Loretlo Ac- of Mavor I. Soarks asking if the latter
warmer weather end ademy, and Sister Euphrostne of the deemed thd
is fair with
presentation of a bear to
maximum
southeasterly winds. The
returned President Roosevelt would bo out of
faculty of that institution,
52 degrees
was
temperature yesterday
home this week from an extended and place and if ho thought the President
230 San Francisco
at 4:10 p. m., the minimum tempera, most pleasant trip to the east. The would accept the gift. It is probable
ture was 38 degrees at r:35 a. m. The principal visit was made to Loretto, that a
message of inquiry will lie sent
tnrvmernture for the day was 45
Ky where the mother house of their Mr. "Roosevelt, and If he signilies his
28
per
of
humidity
CO degrees. Amount
order is located. They nlso visited St. willingness to be incumbered with the
The temperature at C a. m. to- - Louis, Kansas City, Louisville,
Ky, pet for the rest of his trip, Weldner will
klllwas a
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day was 25 degrees. There
and other points. They were accom
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bring a black bear, owned by hint, hero
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ing frost
panied on theirreturn by Miss Albert and
rw. a a
present it to Colonel Roosevelt. The
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done
eany
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that much damage
of St. Louis, who will take a course in
animal Is a net. As soon its he receives
rruit.
music and stenography at the acadewill
a reply, Mr. Weldner
an
Immediately
my. The Sisters thoroughly
Judge John R. McFie has issued
enjoyed
construct a nice, new cage for lJrnln,
injunction restraining the Defensive their trip and are feeling splendidly as
Association of the settlers of the Rio a result of their vacation and the re provided tho gift is acceptable.
J. II. BLAIN.
Fe, N. M.
de Costillo from interfering with Sam- taxation from duty.
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uel Jackson and Sanford Holma'n, in
For Sale Cheap.
of their sheep
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ranging
the
pasturing
Claries Wagner, Practical Err.ha!rr.er.
A nice, gentle, riding mare; either
in
numbering some 4,000 head on land
lady' or gentleman can use her. Addres? Dispute Between Zuui and Navaho Indians
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of
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law
Fe
the Santa
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through
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Take Laxative Bromo Quinine Tablets.
the injunction should not be made
The Original
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SEALER IN
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'
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JAKE COLD, Manager.
J. S. CANDELARI0, Prop.
At the Las Vegas Hot Springs yesterMrs. Reynolds, who has been a suf
in
the
Wholesale and Retail Dealers In
was
caugbt
day Rumaldo Roybal
ferer for 'years from tuberculosis, died
act of stealing articles from the Montelast night.
Only Exclusive Grain House In CitV
zuma hotel. Manager Thyilou attemptA daughter of Jose Coriz Is ill with
ed to hold lilir and was slashed across
diphtheria.
Miss Pearl Harper is here from Mas- the face with a knife by Roybal, who AND MISCELLANEOUS ADS- The best placo to buy Navajo Blankets, Indian and
somaine, fW'is., on a visit to her parescaped, but was later arrested at Las ANY ONE
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when the accident occurred. Ills home
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is at Albuquerque.
Chill Con Carne, Posole, Temolo, Enchi business.
THE GREAT MAJESTIC
Deputy Sheriff C. R. Iluber returned ladas, Meuudo, Frljoles, Tamales, and
Major Hazlett, the Navaho
agent,
'
Call at the Bon Ton. where
from Lamy last evening with a strange
has returned from Zunl, where he
how
thev
know
to
make
them.
ESTABLISHED 1859.
woman In his custody who is evidently
OLD
straightened out a little difficulty beABE GOLD, Proprietor- demented. She was put off a hatita I e
tween the Navahos an4 the Zunis. It
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THE GREAT MAJESTIC
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